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This paper examines the development of U.S. interrogation policy, beginning with
initial determinations concerning the application of the Geneva Conventions, continuing
through several Department of Justice opinions collectively known as the “torture
memos” and the influence of those memos on policy formulation. The memos are
reviewed in light of professional standards for attorneys and applicable international
treaties, customary rules for prisoner treatment, and constitutional provisions relating to
presidential powers. The memos themselves raise issues of professional responsibility,
but the use of the memos to reduce strategic matters to legal considerations raises
more serious questions about strategic leadership and decision-making. The use of the
memos also caused military concerns and advice to be disregarded and damaged civilmilitary relations. Recommendations for mitigating damage and improving future policy
development are offered.

THE “TORTURE MEMOS”: A FAILURE OF STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP
In the wake of the events of 11 September 2001, the Bush Administration made
preventing more terrorist attacks its primary objective, creating “enormous pressure to
stretch the law to its limits to give the President the powers” thought necessary to gain
vital intelligence. 1 However, officials also worried that “criminal restrictions” would result
in their actions subjecting them to future prosecution. 2 “These twin pressures – fear of
not doing enough to stop the next attack, and an equally present fear of doing too much
and ending up before a court or grand jury – lie behind the Bush administration’s
controversial legal policy decisions,3 including the approval of interrogation techniques
through what came to be known as the “torture memos.” The incremental revelation of
those memos in the wake of Abu Ghraib, through recent policy changes by the Obama
Administration, has left some Americans shocked at its government’s policies, and
others asserting that enhanced interrogation yielded valuable intelligence that kept the
country safe.4 This paper will examine the development of the memos and
corresponding policy through the lens of the lawyer: the attorney’s professional
responsibility, the use of the memos, ramifications for strategic leadership and civilmilitary relations, and recommendations for defining future process and policy.
Development of the Torture Policy
Detainee treatment was an important topic of discussion in the Bush
Administration in the early days of the Afghanistan conflict. On 09 January 2002, John
C. Yoo, Deputy Assistant Attorney General in the Department of Justice’s Office of
Legal Counsel (DOJ, OLC) and Special Counsel Robert Delahunty provided a memo to
William J. Haynes II, General Counsel of the Department of Defense (DoD), arguing

that the Geneva Conventions governing the treatment of prisoners of war did not apply
to Al Qaeda or the Taliban. 5 This position was sharply criticized by William H. Taft IV,
who as the State Department’s top legal advisor was arguably the government’s primary
interpreter of treaties; he called the opinion “seriously flawed” and “contrary to the
official position of the United States, the United Nations and all other states that have
considered the issue.” 6 However, White House Counsel Alberto Gonzales told the
President that the OLC opinion was “definitive,” noted that terrorists would not apply
Geneva Conventions, argued that terrorism called for a “new paradigm,” declared that
detainees would still be treated humanely, and concluded that the benefits of not
applying Geneva outweighed the concerns. 7 Secretary of State Colin Powell disagreed,
arguing that a blanket determination that Geneva Conventions did not apply would
reverse a century of U.S. policy, undermine protections for U.S. troops, and have
significant and “immediate adverse consequences” for foreign policy by undermining
support among critical allies.8 On 07 February, President Bush sided with Gonzales in
announcing his decision – detainees would not be entitled to Geneva protections.
However, he wrote,
Of course, our values as a Nation … call for us to treat detainees
humanely, including those who are not legally entitled to such treatment.
…[T]he United States Armed Forces shall continue to treat detainees
humanely and, to the extent appropriate and consistent with military
necessity, in a manner consistent with the principles of Geneva.9
Despite Presidential assurances, more aggressive means of interrogation were
already under consideration. In late 2001, Haynes solicited information on interrogation
tactics from the Joint Personnel Recovery Agency (JPRA), an agency that oversees
Survival Evasion Resistance and Escape (SERE) training, which prepares American
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personnel to withstand harsh interrogation in the event of capture.10 In the summer of
2002, the JPRA provided the General Counsel’s office with documents including
excerpts from SERE instructor lesson plans, a list of physical and psychological
techniques, and a memo assessing their psychological effects for the purpose of
“reverse engineering” the techniques. 11
Members of the Cabinet and National Security Council were also discussing new
interrogation techniques, including those used in SERE training. 12 Officials of the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), frustrated by the inability to “break” a high-ranking Al
Qaeda captive during interrogation, asked for a legal opinion on “how much pain and
suffering a U.S. intelligence officer could inflict on a prisoner without violating” the law. 13
OLC’s Yoo drafted two memos throughout July of 2002, meeting several times with
senior Administration attorneys and officials, including Gonzales and vice-presidential
counsel David Addington. 14 Meetings included detailed discussions of techniques. 15
Final drafts of the opinions were issued in August 2002, both signed by Yoo’s
superior, Assistant Attorney General (and OLC chief) Jay Bybee. 16 The first memo,
addressed to Gonzales, defined torture under a federal criminal statute 17 as an action
that inflicted pain that is “difficult to endure”:
Physical pain amounting to torture must be equivalent in intensity to the
pain accompanying serious physical injury, such as organ failure,
impairment of bodily function, or even death. For purely mental pain or
suffering to amount to torture … it must result in significant psychological
harm of significant duration, e.g., lasting for months or even years.18
The second memo responded to the CIA request and addressed the legality of specific
interrogation tactics, based in part on JPRA’s SERE training information. 19 Significantly,
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neither military nor State Department experts in the law of war or international law were
consulted during the process. 20
As first steps in implementation, interrogators from the detention facility at
Guantanamo received training from JPRA SERE instructors. In September 2002, senior
Administration attorneys – including Haynes and Addington – visited Guantanamo.
Shortly thereafter, Guantanamo personnel, responding to pressure to “get tougher,”
drafted a memo proposing new interrogation techniques for use at the facility. 21 The
OLC opinions figured prominently in the development of this policy, though in an
oversimplified version: a CIA attorney orally advised that the language of the anti-torture
statute was vaguely written, and that severe physical or mental pain was that which
caused permanent damage.22 The policy received a legal review by the Guantanamo
Staff Judge Advocate, a lieutenant colonel who later testified that she tried to consult
with experts and superiors but received no feedback; she never anticipated that her
working level review “would become the final word on interrogation policies and
practices within the Department of Defense.” 23
As the request to use more aggressive interrogation techniques proceeded to the
Joint Staff level, lawyers for the Air Force, DoD’s Criminal Investigative Task Force at
Guantanamo, the Navy, and the Marine Corps, as well as the Army’s International and
Operational Law Division, raised concerns about the effectiveness and legality of certain
techniques. They voiced their concerns to the DoD General Counsel’s Office through
Navy Captain Jane Dalton, counsel to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Both their concerns and
Dalton’s review were cut off. 24
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Reacting to criticism that the decision on Guantanamo interrogation was “taking
too long,” and ignoring the concerns raised by the military services, Haynes sent a onepage memo to Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, recommending that he approve eighteen of
the techniques in the Guantanamo proposal. 25 Rumsfeld signed Haynes’s
recommendation on 02 December 2002, but provided no implementing guidance
limiting use of the techniques. 26 This approval was temporarily rescinded on 15 January
2003, after a series of meetings between Haynes and Navy General Counsel, Alberto
Mora; Mora told Haynes that the techniques approved “could rise to the level of torture.”
27

Rumsfeld directed the establishment of a “Working Group” to review interrogation

policy, while Haynes went to OLC for another legal opinion.
Ultimately, the concerns of senior military and civilian lawyers were overridden in
favor of a 14 March 2003 opinion by Yoo that repeated the analysis and conclusions of
the earlier opinions. 28 He concluded that constitutional prohibitions against cruel
treatment did not apply to enemy combatants held abroad, and that federal criminal
laws prohibiting torture did not apply at Guantanamo, nor to military interrogations if
they conflicted with the President’s war powers or prerogatives as Commander-in-Chief.
He further opined that the Convention Against Torture (CAT) defining international law
obligations enunciated the same standard of conduct as the federal torture statute; that
an interrogator could not be prosecuted unless he specifically intended to cause intense
pain; and that “customary international law does not supply any additional standards” to
govern detainee treatment. 29
Drafts of the Working Group’s report reflected Yoo’s opinions, to the alarm of
other senior officials and attorneys. The Deputy Judge Advocate General (JAG) for the
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Air Force complained that the OLC opinions “were relied on almost exclusively,”
disregarding considerations that should have been important for Haynes’s final
recommendation to Rumsfeld: the uncertainty of successful defense; the reaction of
future administrations; the disagreement of other nations with OLC’s interpretation of
international conventions and law, risking criminal accusations abroad; the perception
that the US was lowering treatment standards, with harmful impacts for captured DoD
personnel as well as loss of international and domestic support for the war on terrorism;
and adverse consequences for public perception of the military as well as military
culture and self-image. 30 Similar concerns were echoed by the Army JAG, who further
disagreed with the opinions’ overbroad view of presidential powers and the
inapplicability of customary international law. He further recommended that the
intelligence community review the techniques, which seemed to be of “questionable
practical value in obtaining reliable information.” 31 The chief military attorney for the
Marine Corps wrote that OLC’s opinion did not reflect concern for servicemembers, and
predicted adverse impacts on human intelligence exploitation, surrender of enemy
forces, and support of friendly nations, in addition to many of the same issues cited by
the other JAGs. 32 The Navy JAG questioned how the American public would react to
“condoning practices that, while technically legal, are inconsistent with our most
fundamental values.” 33 He concluded: “[I]s this the ‘right thing’ for U.S. military
personnel?” 34
Notwithstanding these objections, on 16 April 2003, Secretary Rumsfeld
approved the report and authorized the use of twenty-four specific interrogation
techniques for use at Guantanamo. 35 However – despite the January rescission of
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approval -- efforts had already been underway to extend the use of similar techniques
elsewhere. By the summer and fall of 2003, interrogation influenced by SERE
techniques and training had become standard operating procedure for U.S. forces in
Afghanistan and Iraq.

36

By the spring of 2004, reports of physical, psychological, and

sexual abuse of prisoners at Abu Ghraib had blossomed into a full-fledged scandal.
Subsequently released documents and reports revealed details of detainee treatment
that is difficult to reconcile with humane treatment consistent with the principles of
Geneva. 37 Eventually, interrogation practices were required, by federal law and
Executive Order and federal law, to conform to more commonly accepted standards
enunciated in Army guidance. 38
Professional Responsibility
Lawyers played a significant role in the development of the interrogation plan.
Lawyers defined the parameters of legally permissible actions; that permission became
policy, from the first determination that detainees were not to be accorded Geneva
coverage, to the details of specific interrogation techniques. An examination of the
underlying opinions in light of standards of professional responsibility is, therefore, in
order.
Attorneys are licensed by state authorities and are bound by a code of
professional responsibility that, while varying from state to state, generally conforms to
Model Rules of Professional Conduct promulgated by the American Bar Association
(ABA). 39 Pertinent rules include a mandate that attorneys provide competent
representation, with requisite “legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness and preparation.”
Lawyers may not “counsel a client to engage, or assist a client, in conduct that the
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lawyer knows is criminal or fraudulent,” but may “discuss the legal consequences of any
proposed course of conduct” in a “good faith effort to determine the validity, scope,
meaning or application of the law. “ 41 A lawyer is to exercise “independent professional
judgment” and render “candid advice,” referring “not only to law but to other
considerations such as moral, economic, social and political factors, that may be
relevant to the client’s situation.” 42
In the wake of the corporate scandals of 2001–2002, and criticism that
accountants and attorneys failed to prevent fraudulent conduct, the ABA adopted a new
version of Rule 1.13 of the Model Rules of Professional Conduct, stating that a lawyer
for an organization must view the organization, rather than its officers, as the client. 43
“These

reforms embraced a view of attorneys as gatekeepers, amplifying their power to

halt malfeasance by decisionmakers and prevent harm to the client or to innocent third
parties.” 44 Though theoretically this duty extends to government attorneys, identifying
the client can be more difficult. 45 While some insist that a government attorney must
represent an actual client and “not ‘justice’ in some abstract sense,” 46 the more
commonly held view is that government attorneys have a higher standard of duty. 47
Courts stress “that a lawyer representing a governmental client must seek to advance
the public interest,” rather than “merely the partisan or personal interests of the
government entity or officer involved.” 48
OLC staffers have a particularly high standard of care because of the definitive
role of their opinions and the dearth of rules, public accountability, or lawsuits and court
decisions that act as checks on the work product of other attorneys.49 OLC is the
“frontline institution responsible for ensuring that the executive branch charged with
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executing the law is itself bound by the law.” 50 Consequently, OLC has developed
“powerful cultural norms” mandating “detached, apolitical legal advice,” providing “an
accurate and honest appraisal of applicable law,” even if it will impede desired results. 51
Recognizing that the “stakes in the interrogation program were unusually high …it was
unusually important for OLC to provide careful and sober legal advice about the
meaning of torture.” 52
How do the torture memos measure up to these standards? While some
attorneys have defended the torture memos as “standard lawyerly fare, routine stuff, ” 53
the preponderance of opinion is that they fall short of the mark.54 The Dean of the Yale
Law School called the memorandums ''embarrassing'' and ''abominable.'' An expert in
international human rights law remarked, ''The scholarship is very clever and original
but also extreme, one-sided and poorly supported by the legal authority relied on.''
Sharp words came from another law professor, who called the memos ''egregiously
bad” and “embarrassingly weak, just short of reckless.'' 55 While Yoo – also a law
professor -- said much of such criticism was political,56 many conservative legal scholars
also discredit his work. 57
The criticism is especially sharp concerning the consideration of international
law. 58 Typical of the reactions is the following:
The torture memoranda misconstrue or ignore the various U.S. treaty
obligations that prohibit torture and inhuman treatment in various contexts,
including the 1949 Geneva Conventions, the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights (“ICCPR”), the Convention Against Torture and
Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (“Torture
Convention”) the American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man
… and the Convention relating to the Status of Refugees… 59
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The opinions’ comments on the Geneva Conventions made “overbroad determinations,
ignore the differences between regular and irregular forces, [and] ignore Article 3 and
Article 5… .” 60 The opinions rendered meaningless the Convention Against Torture by
reading limitations into the American ratification that are “belied by the text, context, and
negotiating history of this treaty,” and creating exceptions and defenses that modify the
treaty in a manner “totally at odds with its object and purpose….” 61 The opinions also
failed to adequately consider “customary international law” – international consensus or
“widespread judgment” on issues or procedures, now considered by both foreign and
U.S. courts. 62 The memoranda mentioned only in passing that Geneva Conventions
violations are considered war crimes under both customary and treaty law; they
concentrated on defenses to war crimes accusations under U.S. law, but gave little
attention to criminal liability under international law, even though these standards would
be invoked if U.S. personnel were ever charged outside the U.S. 63
Equally problematic are the memoranda’s pronouncements on the President’s
war powers and authority as commander-in-chief, declaring that the President, or those
acting under his direction, could ignore federal laws prohibiting torture. The writer failed
to even cite the leading Supreme Court case on the subject dating from the Truman
years, which rejected the argument that the President had inherent constitutional
authority to seize private steel mills. 64 Law professors called this omission
“incompetence.” 65
The writer of the memoranda fell short of other ethical mandates as well. The
one-sided arguments neither meet the standard of a “good faith effort to determine the
validity, scope, meaning or application of the law,“ nor take into account moral or other
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considerations. The focus on providing “cover” and avoiding criminal liability suggests
the type of “mob lawyer” activity the rules were designed to prevent; if the opinions do
not violate restrictions against counseling clients how to violate the law, they come
perilously close. As one critic noted, the memoranda “focus almost entirely on the
prospect of criminal prosecutions,” “[d]riven by an apparent need to reassure U.S.
officials that they need not fear being criminally prosecuted so long as they stop short of
causing death or serious organ damage… .”66 Another referred to the “intent loophole”:
the memos suggest interrogators would not violate anti-torture laws if they lacked the
specific intent to cause severe pain, or were motivated by protecting national security.

67

The importance of the memos as “legal cover” is exemplified by their nickname, the
“Golden Shield,” so called by CIA officials who worried about criminal liability. 68
Journalists have noted that the memos, in effect, offered a detailed manual for
interrogation without fear of prosecution.69 In short, “these memoranda are advocacy
briefs by ‘can do’ lawyers,” instead of a “competent, objective, candid, and honest
assessment of the relevant law.” 70
The pronouncements of the critics have, in essence, been corroborated. In 2004,
Jack Goldsmith, Bybee’s successor as head of OLC, was alarmed when he reviewed
the opinions. 71 They interpreted the term “torture” too narrowly, using a definition of
“severe pain” drawn from a health benefits statute.

72

Goldsmith noted other “errors of

statutory interpretation;” an “unusual lack of care and sobriety in … legal analysis;”
“cursory and one-sided legal arguments that failed to consider … competing
…authorities;” and the “tendentious tone,” more like an argumentative brief than a
balanced opinion. 73 He withdrew the memos, despite a strong tradition in OLC of
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adhering to previous opinions. 74 In 2006, the Supreme Court determined that the
Geneva Conventions did, in fact, apply to detainee treatment. 75 By the end of the Bush
Administration, all of the pertinent memoranda dealing with detainee treatment had
been repudiated.76 A DOJ investigation into the professional responsibility of Yoo,
Bybee, and another OLC attorney, underway for nearly 5 years, was completed in 2008
but has not yet been released. 77 It is reported to be sharply critical of the attorneys,
citing “sloppy legal analysis, misjudgments and possible political interference,”

78

as well

as the blurring of lines between independent, objective legal advice and policy
advocacy. 79 Reports also indicate it will refer the attorneys to state bar associations for
possible disciplinary action. 80
Use of Legal Opinions
Describing the shortcomings of the legal opinions is only part of the analysis –
the way in which they were utilized must also be examined. Why did these legal
opinions carry such weight that they influenced security policy and intelligence and
military operations to the degree they did? As Goldsmith points out, “never in the history
of the United States had lawyers had such extraordinary influence over war policy as
they did after 9/11.” 81 Although Yoo disingenuously said in an interview that
“sometimes, what’s legal and not legal is not the same thing as what you can do or what
you should do,” 82 Goldsmith recognized that in the Bush Administration, “the question
‘What should we do?’ so often collapsed into the question ‘What can we lawfully do?’83
He attributed this to fear of criticism for failure to use any available means to prevent
terrorist attacks.84 Another Administration official noted that the Administration was
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careful to maintain presidential powers, fearing “it would set limiting legal precedents to
take any other view.” 85
This culture gave lawyers, especially those in the White House and DOJ, the final
word on matters with profound national security and diplomatic consequences. 86 While
legal considerations are important, they are also limited. The lawyers formulating
terrorism policy were not well versed on Islamic fundamentalism, intelligence, terrorist
operations, diplomacy, or even national security.87 As a former National Security Advisor
complained, lawyers’ considerations “exclude a lot of issues that matter, like public
relations, congressional politics, and diplomacy.” 88 Moreover, lawyers are generally
trained to spot legal issues and articulate a defensible position – not deal with moral
issues or develop legal policy.

89

The result was a “deflection of responsibility” in the

substitution of detailed legal formulations for detailed moral ones... [and]
… thorough policy analysis at the critical and formative subcabinet and
expert level. The result produced a situation in which cabinet principals,
and the President, were not well served – even if at the time they thought
they were getting what they wanted … 90
Thus, interrogation policy was developed in a series of meetings among lawyers
discussing the details of particular techniques, rather than the larger question of
whether they should be used at all; and these lawyers had been selected
because they were unlikely to be critical of the policy or its underlying
assumptions. 91 Substantive issues were simply dismissed with a reminder that
the OLC opinion was “definitive.”
This example also demonstrates a corollary to the reduction of multi-faceted
issues to legal considerations: the use of lawyers, “and especially legal opinions by OLC
lawyers, as a sword to silence or discipline” any dissent. 92 The OLC determinations
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were used to trump any legal objections, leaving only policy objections that the
Administration could simply overrule.

93

The interagency process was largely

abandoned. Although it had been OLC policy to circulate draft opinions to agencies with
relevant expertise in order to improve their quality through expert criticism, this practice
was abandoned after Powell and Taft objected to the determination of the inapplicability
of Geneva protections; subsequent OLC drafts were not circulated to the State
Department, despite the obvious implications for international law and diplomacy.94
Similarly, a senior military lawyer recalled that he was involved in the initial deliberations
on detainee status, but Gonzales’s office had ignored the language and history of the
Conventions, “as if they wanted to look at the rules to see how to justify what they
wanted to do. … It was not an open and honest discussion.” 95 When the subsequent
memos were drafted, military lawyers were intentionally excluded from discussions. 96
Only when the DoD Working Group used the OLC opinions were the JAGs able to
weigh in. Their views were disregarded. 97 In addition to thwarting dialogue within the
Executive Branch, the White House “had taken working with Congress off the table,”
foreclosing many “sensible policy options.” 98 Predictably, the resulting policy was fatally
flawed, with serious consequences.
Ramifications of the Use of Legal Opinions
Over-reliance on legal opinions and refusing open dialogue resulted in a failure to
consider interrogation policy at a strategic level. The only strategic analysis, in fact,
appeared in the JAG memos. 99 These memos identified legal concerns -- that courts
might find that abuse violated international and domestic criminal law. But they raised
strategic concerns as well, noting that “a policy of torture is sure to constitute a fatal flaw
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in any war against jihadi terror.” 100 The JAG memos restated some arguments raised by
State but “also plunge[d] into new critical territory,” observing that since information is
crucial to preventing terrorist attacks, then abusive interrogation could actually impede
the collection of useful information. Moreover, the JAG memos foresaw that even secret
interrogation practices would eventually become public and “alienate a rich and
unsurpassable source of information,” sympathetic Muslim nations and communities
around the world:
…[T]he apprehension of jihadi terrorists relies heavily not on coercion,
but on informants who willingly provide information either for political,
ideological, or personal reasons. Connections to Muslim communities
must be based on trust, and such trust is obviously less likely to exist if the
threat of detention with torture and without trial is a cornerstone of U.S.
policy. 101
The JAGs raised concerns about adverse effects on the surrender of enemy forces and
termination of hostilities, a concern borne out by history.102 Ironically, the interrogation
policy – designed to elicit useful information and give the U.S. an advantage in the war
on terrorism – may have been counterproductive by undermining allies and
sympathizers in the Muslim world.
Moreover, Abu Ghraib and other scandal aided “materially in the recruitment of
young Muslims to the extremist cause.” 103 A leading military interrogator reported that
he learned from foreign insurgents that the primary reason they joined the insurgents
was American detainee policy. 104 Flag-level officers concurred in this assessment,
corroborated by intelligence estimates. 105
Nor can the information gained from interrogation readily be used to bring
terrorists to trial, long held to be an important policy objective. Military and civilian
judges typically disallow the use of evidence gained by coercive measures, making it
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highly unlikely that terrorists will be convicted. Judges have already thrown out cases of
detainees who received abusive treatment at Guantanamo. This irony illustrates another
strategic failure – “[t]he use of torture deprives the society whose laws have been so
egregiously violated of the possibility of rendering justice.” 106
Long term strategic goals of world leadership, relations with allies, and other
foreign policy interests have also been sacrificed for short-term considerations.
American claims of advancing the rule of law appear hypocritical. 107 The U.S. has not
only lost the moral high ground of its historic commitment to “universal, fundamental,
and inalienable rights to human dignity,” but has insulted other nations and international
bodies by relegating their reactions to “second order considerations of policy.”

108

Another adverse consequence of the policy, and the process used in its
development, has been a setback in military-civil relations. In a situation similar to the
“Revolt of the Generals,” a group of senior military lawyers from the Army JAG’s office,
concerned about the emergent interrogation policy, sought help outside the Defense
Department, meeting with Scott Horton, a human rights attorney. The military lawyers
complained of being shut out of the process, and that civilian political lawyers were
changing the military rules of engagement and creating an “atmosphere of legal
ambiguity.” 109 The Army JAG also expressed concerns to U.S. senators about the 20
July 2007 executive order that, while purporting to end aggressive detainee treatment,
could be interpreted to permit the CIA’s interrogation program to continue. He issued a
memo to soldiers to ensure they understood that the executive order applied only to the
CIA, not to military interrogations; they needed to follow Army regulations and the
Geneva Conventions.

110
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In what appeared to be a retaliatory move, the Bush administration proposed a
regulation requiring “coordination” of any JAG Corps promotion with the service’s
General Counsel – a political appointee who serves as counsel to the Secretary of each
service. JAG officers were concerned that this would destroy their independence and
their role as a check on presidential power, giving new leverage to Haynes and chilling
JAG advice to commanders.

111

Yoo joined in the debate over the proposal, writing an

article criticizing the JAGs’ unwillingness to endorse the Administration’s detainee
treatment and undermining Administration policies. 112 Although the proposal was
ultimately unsuccessful, it exacerbated the divide between opposing views and
personalities. Moreover, the proposal appeared to introduce partisan requirements for
promotion in what has historically been a nonpartisan calling. 113
The different rules under which the CIA and military interrogators operated
created problems in military operations as well, since the detention facilities were run by
the military regardless of who did the interrogations. Nor were outside observers
cognizant of the differences in the identity of interrogators. Commentators on the Abu
Ghraib incident noted that CIA rules severely undermined military morale and
discipline.114 Moreover, the Army JAG was right to be concerned; soldiers were at risk
for the misdeeds of CIA operatives. Emerging doctrines of international law hold the
agency operating a detention facility responsible for what occurs, regardless of whether
the actual wrong is done by other law enforcement or intelligence agencies. 115
Interrogation policy is ultimately a strategic issue – a determination of the means
to be employed in achieving desired ends in the national interest – to be decided by
political leaders. But the military has a professional stake in the uses to which it will be
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put and the risks to which is it exposed as it becomes the instrument of that policy.
Professional military advice should play a role in determining its propriety, particularly
when military leaders harbor grave concerns about the legality or ethical nature of the
policy. 116 Ignoring the military’s input in the interrogation controversy has had “dire
consequences for the country and its armed forces.” 117
The development of the interrogation policy is a stunning example of a decision
process shortchanged in the interests of expediency – of what happens when an
organization fails to involve stakeholders, engage in dialogue, examine different points
of view and underlying values and priorities, identify courses of action phrased in terms
beyond minimum legal requirements, and assess the short-range and long-range
impacts of proposed courses of action to determine policy. It is the role of strategic
leadership to ensure that the policy-making process works effectively. 118 The
interrogation policy decision process was thus a failure not only of meeting professional
standards, or of strategic thinking, but of strategic leadership as well.
Recommendations
Accountability is an important aspect of strategic leadership, encouraging leaders
to meet goals and make intelligent decisions. 119 Holding leaders and their subordinates
accountable is an important means of encouraging future performance. And while
victims of torture have compensation mechanisms under treaties and statutes, a fuller
sense of justice demands that wrongdoers bear some responsibility for their actions. In
the instant situation, there are a number of parties to consider.
Unless they are indicted in foreign courts or by international bodies, the
interrogators themselves will not be held accountable; President Obama announced
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that interrogators who relied on the OLC opinions will not be prosecuted.120 It appears
that attorneys -- at least those formerly in OLC -- may be held accountable for
professional responsibility failings through the DOJ investigation and subsequent
referral to state bar disciplinary authorities.121 The ABA could moderate future problems
by writing a Model Rule more clearly defining the duties of Government lawyers.
Finally, there are the policy makers and their top advisors to consider – those
who misused legal opinions, and may have influenced the writing of the opinions in
order to achieve desired ends. Various remedies have been discussed. House Judiciary
Committee Chairman John Conyers and others are calling for a special prosecutor
appointed by DOJ; but the resulting secret grand jury process would do little for public
awareness or confidence. 122 It could be precluded by conflict of interest rules, since
DOJ played a role in policy development. Moreover, a criminal trial could harden
positions; make political martyrs of its subjects; or simply be impracticable, since both
prosecution and defense may need classified or sensitive intelligence information.123
Another suggestion involves issuing pardons, 124 giving the President political
flexibility in assigning accountability without attendant problems of criminal liability. But
pardons could have an unintended and undesirable consequence by encouraging other
countries to prosecute. International law suggests that a state’s “attempts to immunize
officeholders from prosecution” can confer prosecutorial jurisdiction on other states.
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A better alternative is a commission of inquiry, which elsewhere has provided a
means of dealing with politically sensitive issues.

126

Similar to the Warren or Rockefeller

Commissions, a forum for investigation, public education and discussion could identify
key actors and pinpoint how the policy was developed. If investigation revealed that
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crimes were committed, new public awareness could then support such action. 127 The
commission should also make suggestions for future interrogation policy – changes in
laws, regulations, or procedures.128 A critical role for the commission must be a final,
professional, and objective determination of whether the intelligence gained from the
aggressive techniques was reliable and valuable – a conclusion that, despite heated
argument, is still unclear 129– and whether useful information could only have been
gained by such methods, as well as a “balancing of these gains against the moral stain
and the political cost” of coercive techniques. 130
A final recommendation is establishment of organizational culture and norms that
promote dialogue and strengthen interagency processes; training in these disciplines
must be part of the education of senior officials, even political appointees. Moreover,
improved civil-military relations require that high level civilians in defense agencies have
a healthy respect for the service and advice of their military colleagues. Involvement of
more civilians in senior service schools, or classes in military history or culture, could
promote this.
Conclusion
The Obama Administration faces many challenges, but none may have more
significance for national security, military operations, foreign relations, civil – military
relations, or national values than detainee policy. Policy pronouncements made without
deliberation and interagency collaboration are just as dangerous for this Administration
as it proved to be for the last. The President should swiftly move to establish a
commission of inquiry – not to exact retribution, but to bring closure to a devastating
national experience. Equally important, the record produced by this commission may
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serve as a lesson to future policy makers of the dangers of abdicating the
responsibilities of strategic leadership.
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